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Atlas Graham is a family-owned manufacturer of manual cleaning 

tools for the professional and retail markets. For over 70 years, our 

friendly and talented team has responded to the needs of our 

business partners by providing quality products, exceptional service, 

and tailored solutions to solve the toughest business challenges. Our 

commitment to these principles is at the heart of what we do and 

continues to guide us to this day.

Purasolutions™ is an ultra-hygienic, ergonomic friendly microfibre based 

system of tools designed to effectively clean environmental surfaces. The 

Purasolutions™ line of products offers a complete system of lightweight, 

adjustable tools to ensure you have the right tool for the job at hand.

WHAT FLAT MOPPING SYSTEM IS RIGHT FOR YOU? TM

AG Microsilver™ is our premium, microfibre flat-mop with 
enhanced construction and silver self-sanitizing technology. 
The AG Microfibre is our standard flat-mop.

Introduction 

What flat mopping system is right for you? 

What makes a quality flat mop? 
 
Microfibre Flat Mops & Buckets 
 
Kwik™ System & Dry Dusting

Dual Action Bucket

Carts & Wet Mopping

Kwikstream Handle 
 
Window Cleaning 
 
Not all microfibre is created equal

Hand tools & Miscellaneous
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1. PRE-SOAK

2. ON-BOARD SYSTEM

3. DIVIDED BUCKET

The lightweight, adjustable Kwik™ System allows the user to save time and increase 

ergonomic comfort by pre-soaking the Z-velcro™-backed microfibre flat-mops in a solution. 

Buckets come in 20L or 28L versions and are designed to fit the Kwik frame and microfibre 

flat-mops.

This self-contained, bucketless, wringer-free tool is ready to go. The Kwikstream can also be 

deployed with a pre-soak system. The tool is also useful for cleaning stairs and for 

responding quickly to spills.

The on-board system can provide additional solution to the pre-soaked pad when an area 

of stubborn dirt buildup is encountered. This method uses damp and wet microfibre 

flat-mops with a high-quality, Z-velcro™ backing.

The collapsible flat-mop frame and handle used with the divided bucket offers a bridge 

between traditional wet mopping and the improved, ergonomic flat-mopping microfibre 

system. The bucket is divided to separate dirty water from clean water and features two 

drains for easy emptying. 

Use this non-Velcro method to clean larger areas that are heavily soiled to remove large 

amounts of dirt.
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What makes a quality flat mop?
6 reasons why to choose Microsilver™

AG Microsilver™ microfibre products combine the cleaning 
power of microfibre with antibacterial technology.

1 2 3 4
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Twisted loops provide increased laundry performance 
and durability while preventing lint-off. The polyester 
microfibre blend wears well and can be laundered 
with bleach at less than 10.7 pH.

This waffle layer adds structural integrity to the mop. 
It also prevents the rounded corners from curling up 
when the mop is laundered and subjected to heat.

Millentex® layer
Polyester microfibre

PP layer
Polypropylene non-woven

Millentex® layer
microfibre cloth

Z-velcro™
Polyester backing

PET layer
Polyester non-woven

Piping, fit & finish
Polyester tape

One of the main benefits of Millentex is that 
it absorbs large amounts of water and slowly 
discharges it. This means the user doesn’t have to add 
water frequently to recharge the mop during usage.

The Z-velcro™ is the backbone of the flat-mop and 
provides just the right amount of cling to the Kwik™ 
frame. The Velcro is designed to last the life of the 
flat-mop and is considered the highest grade on the 
market.

The PET non-woven layer acts just like the Millentex 
cloth. It holds water, acting like a “sub-water tank,” 
releasing solution as required. This layer also acts like 
a cushion, helping the performance of the mop even 
when the surface is uneven.

All the layers are serged together and finishing tape 
is added to lock all the layers in place.

Dust Mop with Fringe

Damp Flat Mop

 Flat Mop Pre-Soaking

Damp Mop

Damp Flat Mop

 Flat Mop Pre-Soaking

Scrub Mop

Hand Cloth Pail

Finish Wax Mop

Hand Cloth Pail

MICROSILVER™

MICROBLUE™

20L RECTANGULAR

MICROSILVER™

MICROSCRUB™

28L RECTANGULAR

MICROSILVER™

6L 

MICROSILVER™

4L

Features a low-pile microfibre pad 
with candy-stripe microfibre fringe to 
trap hairs, dust and light debris.

The trapezoidal shape of the pad 
helps get into corners for thorough 
cleaning.

Can be used with a lid that 
hermetically seals the bucket.

Combines the cleaning power 
of Millentex microfibre with the 
antibacterial benefit of silver.

Microfibre and polypropylene 
scrubbing fibres means less surface 
drag and enhanced scrubbing.

Sturdy rectangular bucket that will 
hold 28L of solution. Ideal for pre-
soaking flat mops or storage.

Stripes of scrubbing fibres loosen dirt 
from textured surfaces such as tiled 
flooring or non-slip finishes. 

These small pails available in both 6L and 4L fit perfectly into the upper trays 
of our facility maintenance carts for the transport of hand cloths. Available in 
yellow, red, blue and green to aid in the implementation of HACCP programs.

Designed with excellent release 
capabilities for streak-free finish 
application.

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60330 46cm 6

60331 60cm 6

60333 130cm 6

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60729 26cm 10

60727 42cm 10

60728 56cm 10

ITEM# SIZE PACK
63212 20L Bucket - Red 4

63211 20L Bucket - Blue 4

63214 Lid - Grey 4

63215 Divider 4

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60320 Blue (42cm) 6

60321 Green (42cm) 6

60322 Red (42cm) 6

60380 Blue (126cm) 6

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60926 26cm 10

60927 42cm 10

14504 22cm 10

ITEM# SIZE PACK
63210 28L Bucket - Blue 4

63154 Sieve 5

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60340 42cm 6

ITEM# COLOUR PACK
63505 Red 4

63503 Blue 4

63508 Green 4

63506 Yellow 4

ITEM# SIZE PACK
60350 42cm 6

ITEM# COLOUR PACK
63361 Red 4

63362 Blue 4

63363 Green 4

63360 Yellow 4

MICROFIBRE FLAT MOPS & BUCKETS
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WINNIPEG
1.800.665.8670 

TORONTO
1.877.501.0083

CALL US
TODAY
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THE MOST ADVANCED, FLEXIBLE AND ERGONOMIC FLAT-MOP SYSTEM AVAILABLE

The Kwik System frames are designed for professional use in a 
commercial environment. They are built with the highest grade extruded 
channel aluminum and composites available. The low profile frame 
travels beneath door frames and the quick connector makes changing 
tools a snap. The vulcanized Velcro® hooks are perfectly matched to the 
mop’s Z-velcro™. Frames are chemical resistant and autoclavable. Velcro® 
can be removed without tools for cleaning or replacement.

KWIK™ SYSTEM & DRY DUSTING

One handle can quickly fit to the tool you need, 
maximizing efficiency and cost

Quick release handle on item #36782

Kwik™ System Spring Clip Frame

Lightweight aluminum designed for use with our BioMop biodegradable dust 
mop sheets (item #70143). Easy to use, the frame can be pre-loaded with up to 
4 sheets. Used with Kwik System handles #36782 or #36781.

ITEM# SIZE PACK
21924 60cm 1

21948 120cm 1

KWIK™ SYSTEM & DRY DUSTING

ITEM# SIZE PACK
21924 60cm 1

21948 120cm 1

ITEM# SIZE PACK
61044 100 cm - 185 cm 10

36781 100 cm - 170 cm 5

36782 108 cm - 175 cm 
with Kwik-Lok

1

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
21801 Frame Only 5

21802 Dusting Sleeve 10

21803 High Pile Sleeve 10

ITEM# SIZE PACK
2142 23 cm 5

2143 40 cm 5

2144 55 cm 5

12145 90 cm 5

146

21801

21802

21803

2142

36781

61044

36782

Kwik™ Extension Handles Kwik™ Spring Clip Frame Kwik™ Microblade Kwik™ System Velcro Frame

ITEM# COLOUR PACK
2142 23cm 5

2143 40cm 5

2144 55cm 5

12145 90cm 5

12146 120cm 1

This is the perfect, ergonomic tool for 
professionals in healthcare facilities, especially 
as they are chemical-resistant and autoclavable 
for disinfection. Use with Kwik System handles 
#36781 or #36782.

Kwik™ System Velcro Flat Mop Frame

BIOMOP™ Dusting Sheets DYNAMOP™ Dusting Sheets
BIODEGRADABLE DISPOSABLE

Ideal for healthcare facilities where 
cross-contamination is a concern.
Eliminates costly laundering.

Uses an electrostatic charge to attract 
fine dust and particles. High capacity 
sheets hold large amounts of dust.

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
70143 200/Box 1

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
143 200/Box 1

This trigger-release style extension handle with Kwik connector is 
designed for use with any Kwik system flat frame or the Microblade 
flexible dust frame. With a squeeze of the trigger, the handle can 
extend from 42.5” to 69” long, so that it can be adjusted for ergonomic 
correctness or to reach high areas when dusting with the Microblade 
dust frame.

Biomop™ breaks down 
into a fraction of its size 
within 6-8 weeks
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BIOMOP / DYNAMOP
DUST MOPPING SYSTEM

WHAT IS

The Biomop/Dynamop is an 
economical, disposable dust mop 
that uses microscopic fibres to 
remove dust and dirt from hard 
surfaces. These fibres create an 
electrostatic charge to pull the 
dust and bacteria, as well as larger 
particles such as hair from the floor. 

The Biomop is biodegradable 
and breaks down into a fraction 
of it’s size within 6-8 weeks when 
disposed of in a landfill or compost.

BIOMOP / DYNAMOP?

Unlike traditional dust mops, 
Biomop & Dynamop  do not require 
costly laundering. When the sheet 
has been used to clean a defined 
area, simply dispose of it.

Independent testing shows that 
the Biomop & Dynamop have twice 
the pick up as the leading brand 
sweeper making for a better and 
more efficient clean.

COST SAVINGS

The Biomop is also a great addition 
to any Green Cleaning program 
as it is biodegradable and can be 
safely disposed of in a landfill or 
added to compost. Each sheet 
breaks down to a tiny fraction of 
its original size within 6 to 8 weeks. 
Biomop’s biodegradability has been 
independently tested and proven in 
accordance with the ASTM D6400-
99 standard.

GREEN CLEANING

An independent test at the Natec 
Institute in Germany shows that 
the Biomop picks up 95 to 98% of 
bacteria on a polished surface.

This was confirmed by 
TeknikCentrum, Sweeden (report 
MA-RA41-90.008) using Aspergillus 
niger fungus as the control.

The frontline staff can now use a 
one dust mop per room cleaning 
strategy while still remaining cost 
effective and reducing the risk of 
cross contamination.

ULTRA HYGIENIC CLEANING
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DUAL ACTION BUCKET

Purasolutions™ Breakaway Flat Mop

The collapsible plastic flat mop frame features an innovative design 

that allows the user to rinse a microfibre flat mop in a roller wringer. 

The hinged frame easily “collapses” with a simple foot tap so that the 

mop can be dipped and wrung out in the bucket. The non-Velcro flat 

mop provides deep-cleaning action on smooth floor surfaces. Use 

with #61044 extension handle.

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
60868 Breakaway Frame - 40cm 5

60695 Blue Microfibre Flat Mop - 45cm 10

Side Press Roller Wringer

Locking drain plugs allow for fast and easy emptying of buckets.

With the Dual Action bucket there are two different styles of wringers: 

the side press, and the roller wringer. The bucket can also be ordered 

without the wringer. The side press allows you to use traditional wet 

mops or microfibre pads with a collapsible frame.

Simple, versatile hygienic 
mopping system

One of the most common problems with traditional buckets is trying 

to keep your water clean while mopping. The dual action bucket is a 

simple, hygienic mopping system that utilizes two separate buckets to 

keep the water cleaner while using less solution.

 

Emptying the water from the bucket is easy and ergonomic.  Simply 

release the locking plugs to drain the water: there is no need to lift the 

bucket when it is full. Less frequent trips to change the water mean 

increased productivity for you and your staff.

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
76451 Bucket with Side Press 1

66451 Bucket with Roller 1

16451 Bucket Only 1

Side / Down Press Bucket

X-Frame Laundry Cart

Janitorial Cart with Cover

Rough Surface Flexsweep™

Healthcare Cart Extra Locking Cabinet

Microfibre Tube Mop - 350g

Easy-tip hand grip at the back for easy 
emptying. Protective bumpers and 3” 
non-marking, swivel casters.

Lightweight and easy to use. Built 
tough - won’t rust, chip, or crack. 
Folds for convenient storage.

Bottom shelf can easily accommodate 
a bucket & wringer. Support shelf to 
help prevent damage to vinyl bags.

Designed for sweeping heavier outdoor debris on rough surfaces such as 
concrete.

This cart includes: 2 Storage Trays, 2 
Handle Clips, 1 Double Hook, Locking 
cabinet (#70400).

Large, lightweight box that easily 
holds a tool caddy, tall spray bottles, 
chemicals and other supplies.

Designed for sweeping heavier 
outdoor debris on rough surfaces 
such as concrete.

CARTS & WET MOPPING
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ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
86232 35Qt/32L with 

Side Press Wringer
1

86236 38Qt/36L with 
Side Press Wringer

1

86332 35Qt/32L with 
Down Press 

Wringer

1

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
63450 Cart 1

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
86510 Cart 1

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
70400 Locking Cabinet 1

70410 Key for Locking 
Cabinet

5

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
86520 Cart 1

ITEM# SIZE / COLOUR PACK
1675 60” / Yellow 10

16475 60” / Red 10

16575 60” / Blue 10

16675 60” / Green 10

ITEM# SIZE / COLOUR PACK
1674 54” / Yellow 10

16474 54” / Red 10

16574 54” / Blue 10

16674 54” / Green 10

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
5106 Microfibre Mop 12

Is this everything? I want ....
No! This catalogue shows the most requested and 

popular items for the industrial market. Our product 

range is is very large and our ‘In Stock’ inventory means if 

you don’t see it here we have it in our warehouse ready to 

be shipped to you.

On the small chance that what you want is not in our 

warehouse, we will actively source that item for you. No 

request is too large or too small.

CALL US: WINNIPEG 
TORONTO 

: 1.800.665.8670
: 1.877.501.0083
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• Narrow profile for cleaning under beds and equipment 

• Lightweight and durable 

• Clean approximately 1000 ft2  with one fill 

• Quick and easy frame changes

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
36783 Kwikstream™ Handle and Frame 1

36784 Kwikstream™ Floor Mopping System - Handle Only 5

36790 Kwikstream™ Refill Container 1

KWIKSTREAM™ HANDLE

Ergonomic tulip trigger

Handle rotates to help reduce wrist fatigue

On board liquid level indicator

Lightweight aluminum construction

Quick & easy frame changes

The handle holds solution that is conveniently dispensed as needed with 

the simple tulip spray trigger.  The Kwikstream™ is always ready to use, 

making floor cleaning quick and almost effortless.  An added benefit of 

the system is a significant reduction in water and chemical consumption.

Frame Shown 
#2143
Kwik Frame

WINDOW CLEANING

Solstice™ Window Cleaning Kit

Made from lightweight yet durable polypropylene and stainless steel
Scrubber is made of dense cut pile microfibre for deep cleaning
High quality rubber blade for a streak free finish

This kit includes:
10’ (3m) x 3 section extension pole (46710)
10” scrubber refill (46410)
14” scrubber refill (46414)
10” scrubber t-bar (46310)
14” scrubber t-bar (46314)
10” stainless steel squeegee channel w/ rubber (46110)
14” stainless steel squeegee channel w/ rubber (46114)
18” stainless steel squeegee channel w/ rubber (46118)
stainless steel squeegee handle (46100)

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
46001 Starter Kit (contains products below) 1

A quality concept for cleaning windows, doors and even bathroom stalls

If you are using a spray bottle of cleaning solution and paper towels to 

clean smooth or polished surfaces you are working too hard. A quicker, 

simpler and safer way to clean surfaces uses a microfibre scrubber, 

squeegee and plain water.

This method is ergonomically correct and environmentally friendly. 

A single stroke of the scrubber or squeegee doubles the surface area 

covered by a hand-held towel, dramatically cutting time spent on the 

task.

The resulting clean surface is streak-free and can be attained using 

surprisingly little water. A reduced need for chemicals as well as time 

saved means this kit pays for itself in about a week or less in most 

institutions.
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Rite-Angle Broom PET Dual Angle Broom

12” Polypropylene Dust Pan Acrylan Bowl Swab

Rite-Angle design with flagged ends 
gets into corners and picks up fine 
dust and dirt.

Block and bristles are made from 
recycled PET plastic. Dual angle is 
perfect for getting under obstacles.

12” wide and features a defined 
leading edge to ensure debris goes 
into the pan.

Caddy stores Acrylan swabs and a 
bottle of solution internally.

HAND TOOLS & MISCELLANEOUS
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NOT ALL MICROFIBRE IS CREATED EQUAL

Our Ultrafibre™ microfibre is proven to pick up more dirt and bacteria 

than standard wiping cloths. With Ultrafibre™, you let the microscopic 

qualities of the textile do most of the work, thereby reducing repetitive 

strain injuries in the workplace.

AG Ultrasilver™ microfibre products combine the cleaning power of 

microfibre with added antibacterial technology. The microfibre picks 

up dirt and bacteria from environmental surfaces and antibacterial 

technology in the fibre prevent the growth of micro-organisms within 

the cloth.

AG ULTRASILVER™ AG ULTRAFIBRE™

Our cloths will last up to 500 machine washes

HANDYSCRUB™

Ultrasilver™ Hand Cloth Ultrafibre™ Hand Cloth

Ultrafibre™ Delicate Surface

Contains antibacterial technology, 
which kills germs in the scrub that 
cause foul smells.

Antibacterial technology inhibits the 
growth of micro-organisms within the 
cloth, preventing foul odours.

Ideal for any job requiring hand 
wiping or dusting.

Silky blue microfibre cloths remove 
fingerprints, oils and dirt from glass 
and chrome.

Wall Wash Tool

The Wall Wash tool is a task-specific mop frame for washing walls and ceilings. 
Constructed of heavy-duty plastic, it can safely be used with a side press 
wringer and bucket. 

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
14505 Wall Wash Tool Only 10

14504 Microfibre Wall Wash Mop 10

14508 Cotton Wall Wash Mop 20

Flexi-scrub

Cleaning a curved surface is challenging because most tools are not designed 
to conform to the shape of the surface being cleaned. The Flexi-scrub contours 
to fit irregular surfaces such as acrylic tub surrounds and shower  stalls.

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
14507 Flexi-scrub Frame 6

60900 Microblue Flat Mop - 23cm 10

ITEM# COLOUR PACK
60360 Blue 5

60361 Red 5

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
603 31cm x 33cm 

(Green)
5

604 31cm x 33cm 
(Pink)

5

608 31cm x 33cm 
(Grey)

5

80609 31cm x 33cm 
(Yellow)

5

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
605 31cm x 33cm 

(Blue)
5

645 40cm x 40cm 
(Blue) 

5

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
60370 30cm x 38cm 

(Red)
5

60371 30cm x 38cm 
(Yellow)

5

60372 30cm x 38cm 
(Green)

5

60373 30cm x 38cm 
(Blue)

5

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
790 Small Head

28” Handle
10

792 Small Head
48” Handle

10

797 Large Head
48” Handle

12

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
181 Dust Pan 12

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
78507 Small Head - 

Complete w/ 48” 
Handle

12

78506 Small Head Only 12

78510 Large Head - 
Complete w/48” 

Handle

12

78509 Large Head Only 12

ITEM# DESCRIPTION PACK
906 Bowl Swab 100

910 Bowl Swab Caddy 10

WINNIPEG 
TORONTO 

: 1.800.665.8670
: 1.877.501.0083

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION

WE HAVE A LOT MORE TO OFFER

WINNIPEG :
TORONTO :

1.800.665.8670
1.877.501.0083
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375 (Unit 1) Britannia Rd E
Mississauga, ON    L4Z 1X9

Canada
Tel: 1.905.501.0083   Fax: 1.905.501.7634

1725 Sargent Avenue
Winnipeg, MB   R3C 3R3

Canada
Tel: 1.800.665.8670   Fax: 1.800.665.1257




